
Feature ID Description Details Status Added to Roadmap Release

63375 Outlook for iOS: Text predictions
Outlook will help speed up writing and replying to emails by predicting text to complete sentences.  By swiping you can choose to use the suggested text or just 

keep typing to ignore. 
In development 9/21/2020 November CY2020

66205 PowerPoint: Live Captions and Subtitles in PowerPoint for GCC and GCC-High
Live Captions and Subtitles enables presenters to turn captions or subtitles on in 60+ languages, while presenting in 10+ spoken languages with PowerPoint for 

Windows 10, macOS, and Web. Note this release is for our GCC and GCC-High tenants, and does not yet include DoD environments.
In development 9/21/2020 September CY2020

67688 Outlook for iOS: Play My Emails car mode Automatically detect when your phone is connected to your car audio system and starts Play My Emails when you use your steering wheel controls.  In development 9/21/2020 October CY2020

67028 Outlook for Android: Text predictions
Outlook will help speed up writing and replying to emails by predicting text to complete sentences.  By swiping you can choose to use the suggested text or just 

keep typing to ignore.
In development 9/21/2020 November CY2020

67115 SharePoint: Audience Targeting capability for Quick Links Web Part
We are adding the ability to target specific audiences per link within the Quick Links Web Part. With it, you target specific links to different audiences, helping you 

provide more personalized experiences on SharePoint pages.
In development 9/21/2020 December CY2020

67126
Outlook: Outlook on the web - Suggested replies now available in Chinese (People's Republic of 

China)

Outlook on the web is adding support for suggested replies for conversations in Chinese (People's Republic of China) for customers with mailboxes in the Asia-

Pacific (APAC) region.
In development 9/21/2020 September CY2020

67129 Office 365: Cross-Tenant People Search (Limited Availability) This feature is for customers with multiple tenants. It allows users to use People search to search across multiple tenants. In development 9/21/2020 December CY2020

67130
Microsoft 365 admin center: New Microsoft 365 admin center multi-tenant management 

experiences

These experiences are for Microsoft 365 admins that manage multiple tenants. They include a tenant switcher, assessing the health and status of multiple tenants, 

performing repetitive tasks against multiple tenants, and understanding configuration differences between multiple tenants.
Rolling out 9/21/2020 September CY2020

67133 Microsoft Search: Use, view, and manage your personal query history

Microsoft Search is the intelligent search experience in Microsoft 365. We're improving Microsoft Search, adding a new option to view and manage your personal 

query history. With personal query history, you'll see your recent queries as you begin typing in the search box to help you get back to insights and information 

you recently used or accessed so you'll no longer have to bookmark your queries or memorize the right query to get you back to where you were. Your personal 

query history can be managed through your Office 365 My Account settings. New My Account privacy controls allow you to delete your query history or download 

your query history for future reference.

In development 9/21/2020 December CY2020

67136 Microsoft Lists: 'Quick Edit' is becoming "Edit in grid view"
When you want to bulk edit lists items in a list, you would click the 'Quick edit' button in the top action bar. We are renaming this button to read. "Edit in grid 

view." It will bring you to the same experience to quickly update list items in bulk within the existing grid view.
Rolling out 9/21/2020 September CY2020

67137 SharePoint: New create list experience
With the introduction of Microsoft Lists, we introduced a new user interface when creating lists from the Lists home page and within Teams. You'll now see this new 

experience when creating a new list from within a SharePoint site. Click New  List and you'll see the updated experience to create lists.
In development 9/21/2020 September CY2020

67139 Microsoft Search: Microsoft Graph connectors for Microsoft Search

Microsoft Graph connectors for Microsoft Search provide a set of out-of-the-box search connectors that enable Microsoft 365 customers to connect Microsoft 

Search to disparate data sources outside of Microsoft 365. Microsoft Graph connectors for Microsoft Search include the following connectors available within the 

Microsoft 365 Admin Center: Windows File Share, ServiceNow, Microsoft SQL Server, intranet websites, MediaWiki, Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2, Azure DevOps, 

and Azure SQL.

In development 9/21/2020 October CY2020

67140
Microsoft Teams: View app permissions and grant admin consent in the Microsoft Teams admin 

center

In Teams admin center global admins will be able to review and grant consent to Graph API permissions registered in Azure Active Directory, on behalf of the entire 

tenant for the permissions an app is requesting such as reading information stored in a team or sending an email on behalf of users. IT admins will also be able to 

review resource-specific consent (RSC) permissions for the apps within Teams admin center. With that admins will be able to unblock their users for the third-party 

apps they have already reviewed and approved to use in their organization.

In development 9/21/2020 September CY2020

71035 Outlook for Android: Start a Chat in Teams with email recipients
When reading an email, have the option to start a Chat in Teams with the people in your organization who are included in the address of an email or conversation.  

You can see their presence status to inform you if it's a good time to chat online. 
In development 9/21/2020 January CY2021

71036 Outlook for iOS: Start a Chat in Teams with email recipients
When reading an email, have the option to start a Chat in Teams with the people in your organization who are included in the address of an email or conversation. 

 You can see their presence status to inform you if it's a good time to chat online.
In development 9/21/2020 January CY2021

71039 Outlook for iOS: Play My Emails available in other countries Play My Emails in Outlook for iOS can be used by customers in Canada, United Kingdom, Australia and India.  In development 9/21/2020 October CY2020

71040 Outlook for iOS: Play My Emails reminders You can set reminders for yourself to use Play My Emails in Outlook for iOS so you can stay on top of what's new in your inbox as part of your daily routine.  In development 9/21/2020 October CY2020

66583 Microsoft Teams: Search results page in Teams
A new search experience in Teams will make finding messages, people, answers, and files faster and more intuitive. A redesigned search results page provides better 

context and faster results, with AI-powered relevance based on the people and content you engage with most in Teams and other Microsoft 365 services.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

66584 Microsoft Teams: SharePoint home site app

With the new home site app, you can bring your intranet directly into Teams.  The app’s icon and name match your company brand and enable employees to 

discover, navigate and consume your top sites in Teams. The home site app gives employees a window into the rest of the company intranet by using the same 

global navigation as the SharePoint app bar.

In development 9/22/2020 March CY2021

66585 Microsoft Teams: Meeting attendee engagement dashboard
Measure attendee engagement through participation, including registration, attendance and interactions during the meeting. This data is also available for 

download.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

66586 Microsoft Teams: Meeting attendee registration
Add a custom attendee registration page to any meeting to better manage attendance before and after any engagement. Following registration, attendees receive 

an email confirmation with calendar invite.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

66587 Microsoft Teams: Custom layouts for meetings

Presenters will be able to customize how content shows up for meeting participants, including overlaying their video on content or moving their content box to a 

corner of the video view -  allowing for a more dynamic content viewing experience where presenters can easily direct their audiences' attention through hand 

gestures and facial cues, without making the viewer choose between the speaker and the content.

In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

66866 Microsoft 365 Admin center: Microsoft Productivity Score General Availability
Transform how work gets done with Microsoft Productivity Score. It provides you visibility into how your organization works, insights that identify where you can 

enable improved experiences so people can reach their goals and actions to update skills and systems so everyone can do their best work.
In development 9/22/2020 October CY2020

66867 Microsoft Teams: Reporting and scheduling APIs for meetings Scheduling and reporting APIs will be available for integration into 3rd party applications. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

67108 Outlook on the web: Option to start meetings late
Similar the option to end meetings early, we are adding the option to have the meetings you create start 0-15 mins after the specified time. You will be able to set 

this up in Settings/Calendar/Events and Invitations once it is released.
In development 9/22/2020 October CY2020

67118
Microsoft 365 admin center: Enhanced management capabilities in Microsoft Defender Antivirus 

for SMB IT admins

New management capabilities that make it easier for small and medium-sized businesses to get visibility into how Defender Antivirus is protecting the Windows 10 

devices in their organizations. From the Microsoft 365 admin center, IT admins will be able to view active threats in their environment, understand which users and 

devices are affected by them, which of these were blocked or quarantined, and where a review is needed. These admins will also have oversight from one place to 

see which devices are running Microsoft Defender Antivirus, if those are up to date, and where action is needed. The new capabilities apply to all ?Windows 10? 

devices that are enrolled in ?Microsoft Intune with a Microsoft 365 Business Premium subscription plan.

In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

67128 Exchange: Cross-tenant mailbox migration now available (Public Preview)
This feature is for customers with multiple tenants. It allows customers to perform self-service tenant-to-tenant mailbox migrations using the New-MigrationBatch 

PowerShell cmdlet or the Exchange admin center.
Rolling out 9/22/2020 October CY2020

67132 Microsoft Compliance Center: Microsoft Compliance Manager general availability

Compliance Manager is the next generation of the existing Compliance Manager and Compliance Score solutions, which have been in commercial public preview 

since November 2019. With this announcement, we are consolidating the functionality of these two solutions into one single solution, Compliance Manager, which 

sits in the Microsoft 365 compliance center. With Compliance Manager, you will benefit from intuitive end-to-end compliance management, a vast out-of-the-box 

assessment template library and built-in automation to scale your compliance across global, industrial and regional standards.

In development 9/22/2020 October CY2020

67134 SharePoint: General Availability of SharePoint Syntex

Microsoft SharePoint Syntex uses advanced AI and machine teaching to amplify human expertise, automate content processing, and transform content into 

knowledge. SharePoint Syntex will be available as a user-based add-on for Microsoft 365 plans and will be generally available to Microsoft 365 commercial 

customers on October 1, 2020.

Rolling out 9/22/2020 September CY2020
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Feature ID Description Details Status Added to Roadmap Release

67135 SharePoint: SharePoint spaces General Availability SharePoint spaces moves from Public Preview to General Availability. In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

67138 Microsoft Teams: meeting recordings saved to OneDrive and SharePoint
Ability to save Microsoft Teams meeting recordings to OneDrive and SharePoint for improved sharing capabilities, basic governance, automatic retention labels, go 

local, bring your own keys and, more that comes from recording video files and storing them in SharePoint and OneDrive.
In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68689 Microsoft 365 compliance center: Auto-apply retention labels for Teams meeting recordings

With the storage of Teams meeting recordings moving to SharePoint and OneDrive, you can utilize the rich retention capabilities available in these platforms to 

manage the retention and deletion of meeting recordings. Support is also being added for automatic labeling capabilities to apply different retention periods or 

immutability to Teams meeting recording files, separated from the rest of your OneDrive and SharePoint files.

In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68690
Microsoft 365 compliance center: Auto-apply retention labels leveraging document 

understanding

Easily assign a retention label created in the Microsoft 365 compliance center to a document understanding model that you created, leveraging the document 

classification in Project Cortex for dual purposes— business processes and compliance.
In development 9/22/2020 October CY2020

68723 Microsoft Teams: 25K person teams Support for up to 25,000 members per individual team. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68724 Microsoft Teams: Approvals in Teams Get to results faster with Approvals in Microsoft Teams. Easily create, manage, share, and act on approvals directly from your hub for teamwork. In development 9/22/2020 October CY2020

68725 Microsoft Teams: ARM 64 Native Teams App We will soon release a native ARM64 Teams client that provides improved performance and reliability on ARM devices. In development 9/22/2020 October CY2020

68726 Microsoft Teams: Set Presence Status duration
Teams users will soon have the ability to change their presence to “Offline”. This will allow them to have full access to Teams while signaling to colleagues that they 

are unavailable.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68727 Microsoft Teams: New Offline Presence Status Teams users will soon have the ability to change their presence for a specific period of time. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68728 Microsoft Teams: Microsoft Teams EHR connector
The new Microsoft Teams EHR connector will allow clinicians and patients to launch a virtual patient visit or consult with another provider in Teams directly from 

their electronic health record system.
In development 9/22/2020 October CY2020

68729 Microsoft Teams: Meeting Recap
Meeting recap will help teams stay on track and keep their work moving forward after the meeting is over. Coming this year, a recap with the meeting recording, 

transcript, chat, shared files and more will be shared with participants in the meeting Chat tab and viewable in the Details tab for each meeting.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68730 Microsoft Teams: By invitation only meetings Organizers will be able to schedule invite-only meetings where only authorized participants will be allowed to join. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68731 Microsoft Teams: Microsoft Graph API for Teams Export (Preview)

Enterprise Information Archiving (EIA) for Microsoft Teams is a key scenario for our customer as it allows them to solve for retention, indexing, e-discovery, 

classification, and regulatory requirements. The Teams Export API allows the export of Teams Messages (1:1 and group chat) along with attachments (file links and 

sticker), emojis, GIFs and user @Mentions. This API supports polling daily Teams messages and allows archiving of deleted messages up to 30 days.

In development 9/22/2020 September CY2020

68732 Microsoft Teams: Customer Key support (Preview)
Microsoft helps keep Teams data safe by encrypting it while at rest in Microsoft datacenters. Now we are extending this capability to enable customers to add a 

layer of encryption using their own keys for Teams, similar to Exchange Online, SharePoint Online and OneDrive.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68733 Microsoft Teams: Meetings extensibility

Teams meeting extensibility will enable developers to integrate their apps into the experience and construct of a meeting. New meeting surfaces, such as pre-/post- 

meeting tabs, in-meeting side panel, and content notifications will provide more areas to build richer interaction points for users. New meeting APIs will allow 

developers to enable their apps to be aware of meeting and participant context, such as roster, roles, and permissions.

In development 9/22/2020 October CY2020

68734 Microsoft Teams: Large gallery view and Together Mode on Surface Hub Large gallery view (view up to 49 meeting participants at a time) and Together Mode on the Surface Hub. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68735 Microsoft Teams: Microsoft Teams panels

This new category of devices can be mounted outside a meeting space to streamline space management, providing users with the ability to view space and 

meeting details, reserve a space, view upcoming reservations and easily identify current availability status. Users can also view the building floor plan and book 

another room using the “Nearby Rooms” feature.

In development 9/22/2020 March CY2021

68736 Microsoft Teams: Direct guest join for Zoom and WebEx Meetings
Now Teams Rooms and Zoom Room devices can connect to each other’s web meeting experience via embedded web technologies. This is intended to reduce the 

friction you experience when trying to join calls from external partners or clients who may not be using the same meeting service.
Rolling out 9/22/2020 October CY2020

68737 Microsoft Teams: IP Based audio/video support for Microsoft Teams Rooms on Windows
IP based audio and video devices can be selected as sources in Teams Rooms making device installation and deployment easier, by avoiding long USB cable runs 

and use of USB extenders.
In development 9/22/2020 March CY2021

68738
Microsoft Teams: Large gallery view and Together Mode on Microsoft Teams Rooms on 

Windows
Support for Large gallery view (view up to 49 meeting participants at a time) and Together Mode on Microsoft Teams Rooms running on Windows. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68739 Microsoft Teams: Teams casting for Microsoft Teams Rooms on Windows

For quick ad-hoc sessions that don’t necessarily require setting up a formal meeting, people can use Teams casting to wirelessly connect to a Teams Room running 

on Windows, and display content from their mobile phone. Users can broadcast their screen and cast content stored on locally on their device or accessible via 

Office 365.

In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68740 Microsoft Teams: Spotlight for Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android The spotlight feature enables meeting organizers or presenters to lock a video feed view on behalf of the meeting attendees. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68741 Microsoft Teams: Large gallery view and Together Mode on Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android Support for Large gallery view (view up to 49 meeting participants at a time) and Together Mode on Microsoft Teams Rooms running on Android. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68742 Microsoft Teams: Dual front-of-room screen support for Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android Support for Dual front-of-room screens for Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68743 Microsoft Teams: Teams casting for Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android

For quick ad-hoc sessions that don’t necessarily require setting up a formal meeting, people can use Teams casting to wirelessly connect to a Teams Room running 

on Android, and display content from their mobile phone. Users can broadcast their screen and cast content stored on locally on their device or accessible via 

Office 365.

In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68744 Microsoft Teams: Room Remote Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android
Control in-room meeting devices using a new experience on the Teams mobile app. Controls include: turn mic on/off, turn camera on/off, adjust audio, leave the 

meeting.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68745 Microsoft Teams: Support for breakout rooms for Microsoft Teams Rooms on Android Ability to consume breakout rooms feature in Teams meetings. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68746 Microsoft Teams: Productivity and wellbeing insights for managers and leaders
Wellbeing and productivity insights - powered by Workplace Analytics - are coming to Microsoft Teams. Group managers and business leaders will get insights 

personalized to their role with recommended actions to make changing habits and improving productivity and wellbeing easier.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68747 Microsoft Teams: Personal productivity insights in Teams
Personal productivity insights - powered by MyAnalytics - are coming to Microsoft Teams. Users will get intelligent reminders to catch up with key people, follow up 

on to-dos, and protect time to work uninterrupted.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68748 Microsoft Teams: Personal wellbeing insights in Teams

New personal insights to help you reimagine your work day and embrace wellbeing are coming to Microsoft Teams. Users can create mental bookends to 

productively start and mindfully end the work day with a virtual commute, tap into dedicated moments of mindfulness with Headspace and use emotional check-

ins to pause and reflect.

In development 9/22/2020 March CY2021

68749 Microsoft Teams: New Together mode scenes
Together mode helps you and your colleagues feel closer together even when you are apart. With new Together mode scenes coming this calendar year, you can 

transport your team to a variety of settings that can help set the tone for your meeting, whether it be an auditorium, a conference room, or a coffee shop.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68750 Microsoft Teams: Access files offline on mobile
The Teams mobile app now allows you to access files even when you are offline or in bad network conditions. Simply select the files you need access to, and Teams 

will keep a downloaded version to use in your mobile app. You will find all your files that are available offline in the files section of the app.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020
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Feature ID Description Details Status Added to Roadmap Release

68751 Microsoft Teams: Power Appp in Teams usage analytics  in Teams Admin Center

The tight Power Apps and Teams integration empowers users to build custom apps for whatever business challenge they are facing, and it will soon be easier than 

ever for Admins to understand how these apps are being used in Teams. Teams Admins will soon be able to analyze how their organization is using apps built with 

Power Apps inside of Teams, under the analytics section of the Teams Admin Center.

In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68752 Microsoft Teams: Power Automate actions for meetings, teams, channels, and chat
New Power Automate actions: "Create a Teams meeting", "Send message to a channel", "get @mention token", "Create a team", "Add users to a team"; New Power 

Automate triggers: "User leaves a team."
In development 9/22/2020 October CY2020

68753 Microsoft Teams: New Power Automate entry points in-Teams Users will soon be able to use message extensions and message actions to start building a Power Automate flow from a template. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68754 Microsoft Teams: Manage Teams displays in Team Admin Center We are adding the Teams Display, one more device category that can be now managed within Teams Admin Center. In development 9/22/2020 October CY2020

68755 Microsoft Teams: Device management automatic alerting in Teams Admin Center
Device management automatic alerting  provides more efficiency in  identifying devices issues by triggering notifications that can be turned into an immediate 

correction action.
In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68758 Microsoft Teams: Real time data for Live Events in Teams Admin Center (Preview) Real-time data for live events for troubleshooting and immediate remediation. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68759 Microsoft Teams: Graph API permissions
Administrators will  be able to grant consent to Graph API permissions, on behalf of the entire tenant, they will be able to see granular permissions and provide 

resource-specific consent, simplifying app management procedure all in one place.
Rolling out 9/22/2020 September CY2020

68760 Microsoft Teams: Large event reporting and analytics improvements in Teams Admin Center Data management capabilities for large event reporting, such as search, filter, pagination, and exporting of the data for better analysis. In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68761 Microsoft Teams: Meeting recording improvements

Stream playback performance and new features are coming to Teams meetings recordings by the end of the year as part of the new Stream experience. As part of 

this, meeting recordings will be stored in OneDrive, thus unlocking new value for customers including permissions and sharing, retention policies, basic information 

governance, increased quota, immediate meeting availability, "go local" tenant support, bring your own key (BYOK) support, multi-geo support, and improved 

transcript quality and speaker attribution.

In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68762 Microsoft Teams: Enhanced Power BI app for Teams (Preview)

Enhancements to the Power BI app for Teams will make it easier to discover data from across the organization and quickly create visualizations from Excel datasets 

right within Teams, collaborate more effectively, and make decisions based on real-time insight. It creates a centralized place for users to find and analyze data, 

while enhancing usage of Excel and Teams with embedded channel, chat, and meeting experiences.

In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68763 Microsoft Teams: Power BI stage view in chat (Preview) Share a link to a report that is already is set to the view of the person that is sharing. In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68764 Microsoft Teams: Power BI improved tab/channel experience (Preview) Improved look and feel, expanded view to see visualization better. In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68765 Microsoft Teams: Native Teams authentication for PVA bots
Maker can customize bots to provide personal content knowing which user is interacting with the bot. Contextual awareness of user - knows that "John Smith" is 

asking the question to the bot.
In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68766 Microsoft Teams: Seamlessly make your bot available to your colleagues in Teams Makes bot deployment easier, yet controlled through admin approval.  Click the "Make available in Teams" button in top-right in Power Virtual Agents web app. In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68767 Microsoft Teams: PVA app for Teams New Power Virtual Agents ap for teams where you can make and publish a Power Virtual Agents bot without leaving Teams. In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68768 Microsoft Teams: Nokia Session Border Controller certification for Direct Routing Microsoft has partnered with Nokia to certify that their SBCs work with Direct Routing. Rolling out 9/22/2020 October CY2020

68769 Microsoft Teams: Ericsson Session Border Controller certification for Direct Routing Microsoft has partnered with Ericsson to certify that their SBCs work with Direct Routing. In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68770 Microsoft Teams: Collaborative Calling

Collaborative calling enables customers to connect a call queue to a channel in Teams. Users can collaborate and share information in the channel while taking calls 

in the queue. This feature is ideal for scenarios such an IT help desk or HR hotline. IT admins can quickly connect call queues to specific channels, and team owners 

can manage the settings.

In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68771 Microsoft Teams: New Calling Experiences
Simplify the calling experience with a streamlined view that shows contacts, voicemail and calling history together, making it easier to initiate or return a call with a 

single click.
In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68772 Microsoft Teams: Survivable Branch Appliance
Survivable Branch Appliances (SBAs) are designed to ensure access to data and voice services in the event of a WAN outage. Microsoft is working with partners to 

provide this capability.
In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68773 Microsoft Teams: 6 New Calling Plan Countries Microsoft adds Austria, Denmark, Italy, Portugal, Sweden, and Switzerland as new Calling Plan countries. In development 9/22/2020 October CY2020

68774 Microsoft Teams: Transcription for 1:1 Calls Transcription captures the text version of your Call and saves it for later use. This can be enabled via the control bar within the Call window. In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68775 Microsoft Teams: Live Captions for 1:1 Calls Live Captions display the text version of the audio in the call.. This can be enabled via the control bar within the Call window. In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68776 Microsoft Teams: Transfer Calls between desktop and mobile Transfer calls between desktop and mobile allows a user to move their call between devices. In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68777 Microsoft Teams: 1:1 PSTN Call Recording Record 1:1 PSTN Calls. In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68778
Microsoft Search: People and bookmarks suggestions in the address bar and new tab search 

box in Microsoft Edge
The New Edge shows people and bookmarks as suggestions in the address bar and new tab search box. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68779 Microsoft Search: Conversation search in Office.com and SharePoint Conversation search will allow you to find relevant Microsoft Teams, Yammer, and Outlook conversations when searching in SharePoint and Office.com. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68780 Microsoft Search: Image search in SharePoint and Office.com
A new vertical to provide better search capabilities for images in your organization. This will first be available for search results in SharePoint Start Page and 

Office.com, and will come to Bing.com later.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68781 Microsoft Search: Improved usage analytics
Adds full usage analytics capabilities for usage across Office.com and SharePoint end points in addition to Bing, with capabilities like top queries, no results queries, 

abandoned queries, query volume and impression distribution.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68782 Microsoft Search: Personal query history

As you start typing in the search box, you will see suggested searches and results based on your previous activity in Microsoft 365 and based on content that’s 

trending in your organization. Personal query history will show the queries you have previously used. These personal query suggestions are served from your 

personal search history.  Personal query suggestions are a quick way to get back to results you've found before. You just need to remember the beginning of a 

query, after you've typed just a few characters the query is suggested for you.

In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68783 Microsoft Search: People centric search in SharePoint and Office.com
People-centric search is a pattern that lets you zoom in on a person to view, explore, and search the enterprise graph around her or him. This has the dual purpose 

of enabling you to find content through people, and to understand people through their content.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68784 Microsoft Search: Connector results on All vertical Results from Microsoft Graph connectors will be available through the All vertical as a results cluster in Microsoft Search. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68785 Microsoft Search: Dynamics 365 results
Dynamics 365 results provide a cohesive search experience with Dynamics 365 integration to intelligently help you find, learn, operate, and navigate customer and 

business relevant information.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68786 Microsoft Search: New MAU & engaged user metrics for Administrators
MAU & engaged user metrics helps Search Administrators analyze the usage of Microsoft Search within their organization by producing and exposing MAU and 

engaged user metrics in the Microsoft Search Admin portal.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68787 Microsoft Search in Excel Online
We are bringing Microsoft Search to Excel Online.  Now you'll be able to take advantage of intelligent search in Microsoft 365 from your favorite productivity 

applications on the web.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68788 Microsoft Search: On-canvas search in Word, Exce;, and PowerPoint On-canvas search in Word, Excel, and PowerPoint brings the power of Microsoft Search to their contextual command surfaces. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68789 Microsoft Search: Modern media search in Word, Excel, and PowerPoint Find the perfect stock image, icon, background and more without ever leaving Office. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68790 Microsoft Search in Office Mobile Within Office Mobile, search for files, notes, media, help, templates, commands, document content, and more across your apps and devices while on the go. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020
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Feature ID Description Details Status Added to Roadmap Release

68791 Microsoft Search: Template search in Word, Excel, and PowerPoint AI-powered template search in Word, Excel, and PowerPoint allows you to find any template with Microsoft Search. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68792 Microsoft Search: Real time flight updates in Outlook mobile and web
In Outlook mobile and on the web you will now have real time flight updates that are received through Bing. These updates include flight delays, changes to 

departure gate as well as baggage carousels on arrival in addition to notifications that will be triggered for flight delays and cancellations.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68793 Microsoft Search: Related Work Searches
Related Work Search helps in reformulating your original query for faster task completion or intent exploration by refining original query pr prompting you to 

explore more about a topic.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68794 Microsoft Search: Default display experience for File connectors New files ingested as UDT connections would have a default rich experience when using the Microsoft Search API. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68795 Microsoft Search: Natural language file search in Outlook
Files answer are a new fast and succinct user experience that helps you find files in Outlook quickly and using natural language. You can find files by the file name 

or the person who authored the file or sent it to you over email or a Microsoft Teams chat message.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68796 Microsoft Search: New acronyms exclusion list in Microsoft Search administration Microsoft Search will allow administrators  to exclude specific acronyms or expansions from appearing in search results. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68797 Microsoft Search: Topic Answers for Project Cortex

Project Cortex, powered by Microsoft Search, adds topics to the Microsoft Graph. These topics can be discovered through search where a topic answer card is 

shown similar to a people answer card. The card features a description of the topic (either AI mined, or administrator provided), people associated with the topic, 

and resources related to the topic.

In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68798 Microsoft Search in Word Online
We are bringing Microsoft Search to Word Online.  Now you'll be able to take advantage of intelligent search in Microsoft 365 from your favorite productivity 

applications on the web.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68799 Microsoft Search in PowerPoint Online
We are bringing Microsoft Search to PowerPoint Online.  Now you'll be able to take advantage of intelligent search in Microsoft 365 from your favorite productivity 

applications on the web.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68800 Microsoft Search: Reuse files in Word Reuse Files allows you to build your documents from existing content in other documents and presentations, without having to open the other file. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68801 Microsoft Search: Smart Find (Find-in-Document) in Word, Excel, and PowerPoint

Search your document like you search the web.   We’re utilizing well-established web search technologies, such as query and document understanding, and adding 

deep learning based natural language models. This allows us to handle a much broader set of search queries beyond “exact match.” Typos: When there is a 

misspelling in the query, search can now show related matches. For example, technincian vs. technician. Forms of words: When there are different forms of the word 

in document and query. For example: tech, technology, technologies”; or USA, U.S.A, United States, United States of America; or newborn, new born, new-born, etc. 

Synonyms: For example: citation, quotation, quote, reference might be all the candidates for a term that you are searching for inside the document. A multi-word 

query: A single word query might lead to too many search results. A modern semantic search can often yield better results. For example: as a query of Oil Price, the 

content having Price of Oil, Prices of the Oil, Cost of Oil can offer related matches from within the document content.

In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68802 Microsoft Search: Q&A in Microsoft Word

With the recent breakthroughs in deep learning techniques, you can now go beyond the common search term-based queries. The result is answers to your 

questions based on the document content. This opens a whole new way of finding knowledge. When you’re looking at a water quality report, you can answer 

questions like “where does the city water originate from? How to reduce the amount of lead in water?”

In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68803 Microsoft Search: User-centric report slicing for Microsoft Search Administrators

User-centric report slicing enables the Search Administrator to gain better insights of their users by exposing the search query pattern(s) of an individual based on 

their geolocation, occupation and organization, and in turn, empowering the Search Administrator to undertake additional administrative action (i.e., bookmark 

management, addressing abandoned queries, promoting popular sites) to refine and improve the search experience.

In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68804 Microsoft Search: Improvements to Microsoft Graph APIs for Microsoft Search Administrators
Provides Microsoft Search Administrators programmatic access to functionality in the Microsoft Admin Center as an alternative channel to configure and analyze 

search. This includes APIs to manage bookmarks, acronyms, locations, result types, verticals, etc.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68805 Advanced Audit: optional 10 year audit log retention add-on

To help meet rigorous regulatory and internal compliance obligations or conduct longer running investigations, organizations can now add 10-year audit log 

retention to Advanced Audit. Once enabled, you can access the logs in the Microsoft 365 compliance center or through the Office 365 Management Activity API. 

The events will also soon be accessible across Microsoft 365 compliance solutions. 10-year audit lot retention is generally available and E5 customers can try the 

feature today for a limited time at no additional cost. An add-on will be required from early 2021 to access this capability

Rolling out 9/22/2020 September CY2020

68806 Advanced Audit: User searches
User search event, which is generated when a user search was performed on Exchange Online or SharePoint Online. This is valuable especially if a malicious actor 

accessed an account to search for sensitive material. By analyzing the search query, an investigator can understand the kind of content being searched for.
Rolling out 9/22/2020 September CY2020

68807 Advanced Audit: Mail send events
Mail send event is generated when a user sends, replies to, or forwards an email. Whether the action was malicious or unintentional, this event can let investigators 

know what metadata was contained in the emails sent from a compromised account.
Rolling out 9/22/2020 September CY2020

68809 Microsoft Lists: Offline mode
Similar to taking files offline, people will have the ability to take Microsoft Lists offline - so you can work with your information in scenarios where you may have low-

to-no internet access.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68810 Microsoft Lists: Undo / redo

As you work across rows and columns within Microsoft Lists, mistakes will happen and it needs to be easy to recover information. Similar to how you can remove 

sentences and phrases in a Word document, you will be able to do this in Lists by using the undo button. The same is true in reverse if there was something in a 

field previously that you want to bring back - just click the redo button.

In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68811 Microsoft Lists: @mentions in comments
Get a colleague's attention to an item in a list by @mentioning them within list comments. That person will receive a notification and a link that takes them directly 

back to the item, to review the comment and take the requested action.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68812 SharePoint admin center: Updated homepage dashboard

When you first land in the SharePoint admin center, we want it to be both familiar and useful at a glance. The idea is to provide a familiar experience, taking a 

similar design approach as the Microsoft admin center. You’ll see more and more cards and graphs appear over time – so you can see insights on files, usage 

security, recommendations, training and so on. Better see what’s happening, and then take the appropriate action.

In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68813 SharePoint admin center: Site creation source
SharePoint admins will now be able to see where sites were created from - be it PowerShell, via the SharePoint admin center, from Teams, from SharePoint "Create 

site" - and to be able to see more clearly who created the site.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68814 SharePoint admin center: OneDrive settings
To align with administration integration and consolidation, we've moved a number of the OneDrive settings into the SharePoint admin center. Admin will find 

settings for OneDrive storage limits, notifications, retention for deleted users and sync - all within the SharePoint admin center under "Settings.".
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68816 SharePoint admin center: Migration Manager: Box migrations (public preview)

With our recent Mover acquisition, we are excited to expand our capabilities to allow moving content from third-party cloud storage providers starting with 

Box.com. When you’re ready to move your content, click on the Migrate tab in the SharePoint admin center to start scan discovery, assessment, and migrate. You'll 

get detailed reports and the rest in a seamless transition of files and folders to Microsoft 365.

In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68817 Outlook for Mac: S/MIME
Support for S/MIME - S/MIME (Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) is a widely accepted method (or more precisely, a protocol) for sending digitally 

signed and encrypted messages. S/MIME allows you to encrypt emails and digitally sign them.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68818 Outlook for Mac: iCloud account type support Adding support to add iCloud accounts within Outlook. In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68819 Outlook for Mac: IMAP account type support Adding support to add IMAP accounts within Outlook. In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68820 Outlook for Mac: Delegation
Delegate Access goes beyond just sharing access to your folders. Delegates are granted additional permissions, such as creating email messages or responding to 

meeting requests on your behalf.
In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68821 Outlook for Mac: Ability to import and save ICS files Added support that will allow for ICS files received via email to be imported and saved. In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68822 Outlook for Mac: Support for favorite contacts Stay connected to those that matter most with the ability to favorite specific contacts within Outlook. In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020
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Feature ID Description Details Status Added to Roadmap Release

68823 Outlook for Mac: Shared Calendars Support for Shared Calendars allow for multiple people to view and edit the same calendar. In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68824 Outlook for Mac: Shared Mailboxes
A shared mailbox makes it easy for a group of people to monitor and send email from the same email alias. When a person in the group replies to a message sent 

to the shared mailbox, the email appears to be from the shared address, not from the individual user.
In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68825 Outlook for Mac: End meetings early and start meetings late Save time with the ability to automatically have meetings end early or start late each time they are scheduled. In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68826 Outlook for Mac: Natural language search Instead of used advanced search filters, simply type what you are looking for in the search box and get relevant results. In development 9/22/2020 November CY2020

68827 Outlook for Mac: MIP Mandatory Labeling
Ability to require sensitivity labels in Outlook, which let you classify and protect your organization's data, while making sure that user productivity and their ability 

to collaborate isn't hindered.
In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

68830 New Microsoft Stream Web App
The new video app in Microsoft 365 brings together all your videos uploaded to Microsoft Teams, SharePoint, OneDrive, Yammer, and across the suite and enables 

you to easily create new videos and get to videos shared with, and recommended for, you.
In development 9/22/2020 June CY2021

68831
New Microsoft Stream: Playback quality and scale for videos in Teams, OneDrive and SharePoint 

that matches Microsoft Stream (Classic)

Improved video streaming performance and overall user experience for any video uploaded to Teams, SharePoint, OneDrive, and any other Microsoft 365 app that 

uses either for storing files.
In development 9/22/2020 June CY2021

68928
Microsoft Stream (Classic): Preview of IT admin-led migration from Microsoft Stream (Classic) to 

the new Microsoft Stream

Early preview and ability to migrate videos from Microsoft Stream (Classic) to the new Microsoft Stream, specifying the target location for the video: the team, site, 

community, or user file store.
In development 9/22/2020 June CY2021

70111 Outlook for Android: More information available behind Recommended The Recommended feed on the Search landing page can be expanded to access additional company information available by scrolling vertically.  In development 9/22/2020 December CY2020

70112 Outlook for Android: Adds SharePoint news and Teams Meeting recordings to Discover
The Discover feed on the Search landing page is changing to Recommended and adding SharePoint news shared within your organization as well as recent Teams 

Meeting recordings available through Stream. 
In development 9/22/2020 October CY2020

67141
Microsoft Teams: Spotlight an individual video participant for all attendees in a Teams meeting 

for GCC and GCC High

We are delivering the ability for presenters to lock on an individual video feed for all attendees to see during a Teams meeting. Once selected, the individual 

identified as the spotlight will be the main video shown to all participants. This applies to PC, Mac, mobile, and Microsoft Teams room systems.
In development 9/23/2020 September CY2020

71265 Outlook for Windows: Share to Teams
Share an email or a conversation from Outlook to a person or channel in Teams.  The option to Share to Teams will be available in the Simplified Ribbon as well as 

part of the options behind the ellipses when reading emails. 
In development 9/23/2020 December CY2020

67143 Forms: New Forms Start Page
This update replaces the existing Forms Portal page at Forms.office.com with a new Forms Start page at Office.com (Office.com - Forms). Users who access forms 

via office.com will get this experience first, then users accessing forms via forms.office.com will get the experience soon after.
In development 9/24/2020 November CY2020

67144 Microsoft To Do: WebApp available to GCC Microsoft To Do WebApp will become available for GCC Moderate Customers. In development 9/24/2020 October CY2020

67145 Microsoft 365 admin center: Microsoft 365 Priority Accounts

As the admin of a Microsoft 365 organization, you can now monitor failed or delayed email messages sent to your users who have a high business impact, like your 

CEO. You can enable this by adding users to your priority accounts list. Priority accounts are accounts that are essential to running your organization. Add 

executives, leaders, managers or other users who have access to sensitive or high priority information. The priority accounts feature is available only to 

organizations that meet both of the following requirements: Office 365 E3 or Microsoft 365 E3, or Office 365 E5 or Microsoft 365 E5; and at least 10,000 licenses 

and at least 50 monthly active Exchange Online users.

Rolling out 9/24/2020 September CY2020

67146 SharePoint: Text web parts automatically added to new sections in modern pages We'll now add test web parts automatically for you when you add new sections to a modern page. In development 9/24/2020 October CY2020

67147 SharePoint: Collapsible sections on modern pages
You’ll have the ability to show page sections in an accordion view (collapsed or expanded) or as tabs. The accordion view will be collapsed by default, but can be 

set to show expanded.
In development 9/24/2020 November CY2020

68929 Microsoft 365 Admin Center: Effective Controls for Apps

As an Admin, we want to empower you to make informed IT decisions and make you the hero for your organization. Our new features, such as Channel 

Management, Skip/Rollback, and What’s New in Office,  will help you increase your end-users’ satisfaction & productivity by easily managing devices on a monthly 

cadence, and provide you with effective controls and actionable insights.

In development 9/24/2020 January CY2021

68930 Office Apps: Device Inventory The Office Apps Device Inventory is the place to get detailed information on devices using Office apps in your organization. In development 9/24/2020 October CY2020

68931 Office Apps: Security Update Report
Keeping devices secure, compliant and up to date is a key to a environment secure. To help with that, you can access a new Security compliance report showing 

you the state of Office devices in your enterprise in relation to the uptake of the latest security patches available.
In development 9/24/2020 October CY2020

68932 Office Apps: Servicing Profiles Setup Office App on Monthly Enterprise channel to automatically receive updates from the Office CDN while maintaining control. In development 9/24/2020 October CY2020

68934 Office Apps: Microsoft 365 Apps Health
The Microsoft 365 Apps health dashboard helps you optimize and discover and troubleshoot issues with the Office apps in your organization, allowing you to stay 

up-to-date with confidence.
In development 9/24/2020 September CY2020

71264 Outlook for iOS: Support .ICS calendar attachments Support for .ICS file attachments that enable you to add events received in email to your Outlook Calendar.  In development 9/24/2020 December CY2020

71323 Outlook for iOS: Play My Emails from your Favorite People
Set Play My Emails option to read out emails only from your Favorite People.  Cortana will read out new emails from only people you identify as favorites and are 

unread in the last 72 hours. 
In development 9/24/2020 September CY2020

67148 SharePoint: My Feed web part
Make your page or site in SharePoint more dynamic and relevant to individual users by adding the My feed web part. The My feed web part will show a mix of 

content from across Microsoft 365, based on what's likely to be most relevant to the current user at any given time.
In development 9/25/2020 October CY2020

67150 Microsoft Project: Assign tasks to non-group members Assign tasks to anyone to add them to your group. In development 9/25/2020 March CY2021

67152 Microsoft Project: Email Notifications in Project? Switch on to receive notifications about changes to your projects. In development 9/25/2020 March CY2021

67153 Microsoft 365 admin center: Network Connectivity in the Microsoft 365 admin center

The Network Connectivity category within Admin Center allows you to see a network assessment that evaluates the impact of your network design on Microsoft 

365 user experience in a 0 – 100 scale. This is calculated based on network attributes which have been proven through support cases to affect user experience the 

most. The network assessment is best evaluated at a specific office location, but an organization wide network assessment is also provided. In addition, specific 

network insights are provided which identify network design improvements that could be made to align with the published network connectivity principles and 

improve network performance.

In development 9/25/2020 April CY2020

67154 Outlook: Outlook on the web - Email nudges Nudges can help you remember to reply to or follow up on messages by bringing them to the top of your message list. In development 9/25/2020 October CY2020
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